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Illumitex to Provide Hortitecture Services to Uriah’s Farms
AUSTIN, TEXAS — January 11, 2016  llumitex, designer-builder of innovative LED grow lights, today 
announced a partnership with Florida-based Uriah’s Farms, an indoor vertical farm that supplies fresh 
greens to chefs throughout the Tampa Bay Area. 

Illumitex designs and builds made-in-the-USA LED light fixtures for controlled environment agricul-
ture, offering energy-efficient lighting specifically tuned to the photosynthetic and photomorphogenic 
needs of plants.

Illumitex will provide Uriah’s Farms owner David Smile and his team its Hortitecture™ growing ser-
vice, which offers beginning-to-end consultation from Illumitex’s team of world-class plant scientists.  

Uriah’s Farms develops live plant installations in restaurants for chefs wanting to offer their diners a 
“farm to fork in five minutes” experience.  Plants are grown to near-harvest stage at Uriah’s Farms 
facilites, then transported to restaurants for display and just-in-time harvest. 

“I’ve always grown very high quality food, but as soon as you ship it off, greens degrade very quick-
ly,” says Smile.  “Everything that we deliver is alive.” 

Uriah’s Farms is named after Smiles’ son, who at the time of the farm’s founding was gravely ill with 
a thought-to-be-incurable disease. As Smile labored to get his business off the ground, he and his 
wife also fought to find a treatment for their son. After an intense battle of genetic hide and seek, 
they were successful. In a beautiful stroke of luck, the treatment for their son’s genetic disorder 
turned out to be fresh greens. Just like those grown by the child’s namesake farm. 

And as young Uriah thrives, so does the farm. In addition to using Illumitex’s Hortitecture services, 
Smiles intends to purchase numerous Illumitex LED grow lights to propel his company’s expansion. 

“We have plans to take our model to every urban center — Miami, New York, Minneapolis-St. Paul, 
Las Vegas,” says Smiles. “And Illumitex will be with us every step of the way.”

“Uriah’s Farms food is as beautiful as its story,” says Illumitex VP of Hortitecture Paul Hardej. “We are 
thrilled to be working with such an innovative indoor grower. And we can’t wait to celebrate each and 
every one of Uriah’s birthdays as he grows into a healthy young man.” 
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Founded in 2005 by imaging and optics industry veterans and backed 
by large venture capitalists, U.S.-based Illumitex began industry-shifting 
achievements with a fresh approach to LED  design. By refusing to 
settle for the inefficiencies associated with secondary optics, Illumitex’s 
breakthrough LED technology incorporates fundamental physics 

principles to maximize light extraction. By extracting and directing photons 
at the die and package level, Illumitex LEDs deliver more usable light to the 
intended target while consuming less energy. All of this is achieved in the 
smallest form factor available. With this innovative design shift, Illumitex is 
leading the lighting industry into a new realm. 
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